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Abstract
Information and communication technologies have a significant budding to help to
meet good governance goals in especially in developing countries. eGovernment is a
global project of technology transfer, taking designs from one context into a different
context and resulting in empowerment of the citizens and increased transparency in
public dealings. eGovernment can make a valuable contribution to development, yet it
could not possible up to expectation. The study focuses many aspects of eGovernment
Project Failure and its issues. The gaps between various entities involved in
eGovernment Project have been analyzed. The main root of any project failure is
depends upon the faults resided at the system. Here software faults tolerance
techniques applied to achieve high reliability and availability to reduce the
eGovernment Project Failure.
Introduction
"e-government" or electronic government refers to manage the department with
Information and Communication Technologies by government agencies for
exchanging information with citizens, businesses or other departments.[1] IT is a
digital interaction between a government and citizens (G2C), government and
businesses/Commerce (G2B), government and employees, and also between
government and governments/agencies (G2G)[2]. The main features of E-Government
to increase Speed and more efficient delivery of public services, Improve internal
efficiency, reduce costs, increasing revenue, and re-strut of administrative processes.
At present, information and communication technology particularly internet is used as
a main tool in all areas of government organization for better control [3]. This work
shows the concept of transforming internal and external relationships through
technology for continuous optimization of service, constituency participation and
governance [4, 5].
Different e-Government projects
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eGovernment Project Failure and it’s issues
eGovernment project failure can be classified as total failure, partial failure or
succeeded. Total failure means the initiative was never implemented or was
implemented but immediately discarded. Partial failure means major goals for the
initiative were not attained and/or there were significant undesirable outcomes. And
Succeed projects means most of the tasks covered in that projects are achieving the
desired output [6]. On the basis of figures provided in surveys, one-fifth to onequarter of industrialized country government ICT projects fall into the total failure
category; something like one-third to three-fifths fall into the partial failure category;
and that only a minority fall into the success category[7,8,9]. We may conclude on
basis of [7], that there are no of projects is successful but more frequent to fail to
fulfill their initial promise. Health information systems in South Africa's public sector:
widespread partial failure of high cost systems with little use of data [8]. Failure cases
seem to be the norm in Thailand at all governmental levels [9]. Donor-funded public
sector ICT projects in China: all were found to be partial failures [10].
One can major the success of e-government projects by the tasks performed in the
projects and how these tasks will make our projects satisfied [11]. The gap between
the initiated projects and finished projects must cover the maximum output.
eGovernment success and failure therefore depends on the size of gap that exists
between 'current realities' and 'design of the e-government
project'. How lager the design gap in projects, greater the peril of e-government
failure. In reverse How smaller the design gap, greater the chance of success [12].
Analysis of failure of e-government projects indicates has flowing Issues
 Information: lacking of information gathering, dealing, data preparing,
 Technology: frequently change technologies
 Processes: time delay process between Government departments
 Staffing and skills: rotating of staff and skilled persons are not positioned at
proper placed,
 Management systems and structures: application flow procedure form higher
to bottom approach
 Other resources: time, money, politics, social affairs, external bodies and
many more.
The gaps in various bodied may increase the failure of e-government projects. Such
gaps can be Hard-soft gaps, Private- public gaps, Country context gaps [13]. Most
government organizations are affected by ‘soft’ factors as people, politics, emotions
and culture and, rationality and objectivity which treated as Hard-soft gaps. Many IT
systems have been designed in the private sector and used into a public sector reality
which operates very differently is Private- public gaps. When we use off the shelf
approach which is commonly adopted is set to fail. Infrastructure and mindsets are
(4), 7, 2012
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very different across the world. It is likely that a system designed for New Delhi will
not suit Johannesburg is Country context gaps [13].

Fig: 1 Gap between various entities

The reason of failure of government projects are many more, but the “GAP” between
various object associated in projects is crucial. The “GAP” can between Projects
developer and Information provider (PDIPGap), The “GAP” can between Projects
developer and government projects Processes (PDGPGap), The “GAP” can between
government projects Processes and government organization (GPGOGap), The
“GAP” can between government Processes and Management (GPMGap), The “GAP”
can between Resources and government organization (RGOGap), The “GAP” can
between Technology and Resources (TRGap),The “GAP” can between Information
and Resources (IRGap), The “GAP” can between Staff and Information (SIGap),The
“GAP” can between Management systems and Information (MIGap), The “GAP” can
between Time and Developing phase (TDGap),The “GAP” can between Management
systems and Resources (MRGap) and many more.
Proposed ways to deal with Issues
To reduce the gaps(PDIPGap, PDGPGap, IRGap, TRGap, SIGap) among various
entities we have to keep in mind about the changes between the design proposal and
current reality, degree of change between the design proposal and current reality,
complete and radical change between the design proposal and current
reality(PDIPGap, PDGPGap) [14]. One must take care information used in the egovernment application was somewhat different from the information currently really
being used (SIGap), the technology used in the agency comparing the requirements
contained within the design of the e-government projects (TRGap), the work
processes undertaken in the agency comparing the processes needed for successful
implementation of the e-government projects (PDGPGap). It was found that, more
time and money required for successfully implement and operate the new projects
compared with the time and money really available at specified time (TDGap). These
all about the failure of e-government projects, as we discussed it’s probable reasons to
deal with such failure. It is not only the e-government projects failure but the root is
software failure. If we deal properly with software failure and apply same things to egovernment projects, then definitely we can decrease the of e-government projects
failure.
What is the main cause of software failure? It is the faults reside at any working and
performing application. We must enable our projects to work continue even under the
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faulty environments. Not only working properly but we have to keep in mind about
the results producing from that application. The result of the project must satisfy the
user and we have to deal the fault reside at the project in such satisfactory way. To do
so, here we wanted t use the software fault tolerance techniques.
Software fault tolerance
In order to ensure that the systems operate as indicated, even in extreme conditions, it
is important to have fault-tolerant computer systems, hardware and software [15].
Faults may be classified based on locality, cause, duration, phase, system state etc.
Locality wise faults as atomic component, composite component, system, operator,
and environment where faults reside in some specific location, the combination of
more than one component, faults arise from any environmental causes or any useroperators [16]
Techniques which are supported to software fault tolerance may detect the faults,
prevent the faults, or remove the faults. Fault prevention: preventing the occurrence or
introduction of faults for quality assurance and design methodologies. Fault removal:
remove faults after the development stage is completed. This is done by exhaustive
and rigorous testing of the final product [17]. Fault avoidance/prevention includes
design methodologies which avoid the faults which may not have fault solution [18].
Software fault tolerance techniques are divided into two groups as Single version and
multi-version software techniques [19]. Single version techniques focus on improving
the fault tolerance of a single piece of software by adding mechanisms into the design
targeting the detection, containment, and handling of errors caused by the activation
of design faults. Single version techniques are Error detection, Exception handling,
Data diversity, Process pair, etc. Multi-version fault tolerance techniques use multiple
versions (or variants) of a piece of software in a structured way to ensure that design
faults in one version do not cause system failures[19,20,21].
We include Design diversy and Environment diversy. Design diversy is identical
service through individual design and implementations. As the exact copy of the
software component redundancy cannot improve the reliability in terms of software
Design malfunction, we must ensure it [19, 22, 23]. Environment diversity is the new
approach to fault tolerance in software. Although this technique has been used for a
long time in an ad-hoc manner, only recently has gained recognition and importance
[22]. To do so, we are approaching the design diversy with hardware and software
fault tolerance.
DESIGN DIVERSITY
As the exact copy of the software component redundancy cannot get better reliability
in terms of software malfunction, we must ensure diversity in the development and
implementation of software. Here is the goal to provide diverse through variants
design to minimize the indistinguishable causes of errors.
Recovery Blocks (RcB)
The basic RcB scheme is one of the two original diverse software fault tolerance
techniques. The RcB is categorized as a dynamic technique [24]. It chooses one
alternate accepted execution path. If selected execution path and selected execution
test passed then it would end execution, otherwise it will divert to another alternative.
Such process will repeated up to the no. of alternative to passed successful. A less
effective option (s) is consistently in the main block and is called (secondary)
alternate or alternative units [25].
(4), 7, 2012
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N-Version Programming:
NVP was suggested by Elmendorf in 1972 and developed by Avizienis and Chen in
1977–1978. NVP gives us the different version of the same system [26]. Compared
with RCB, NVP is static method. It use different version of the same piece of code.
Hardware fault tolerance architectures, associated with NVP is N-modular [26]. The
Processes can run simultaneously on different computers or sequentially on one
computer [25].
Implementation
No basis on the observation that the failure of most eGovernment project transient in
nature, the environment and the diversity of approaches require re-implementation or
re-executing of programs in a different environment. It offers diversity of the
environment effectively with Heisenberg by exploiting its definition and nature [19].
Adams has proposed restarting the system as the best approach to masking software
faults [22]. Environment diversity is a generally give a way of restarting. This was
proposed as cheap but effective techniques for fault tolerance in software. There are
three components that determine the behavior of the process or the execution of.

Fig: 2 eGovernment with H/W and Design diversy

Transient deficiencies occurred at eGovernment project because of design faults in
software which result in unacceptable and erroneous states in the OS environment.
When software fails, it will be restarted in another, unmistakably OS environment that
is achieved by some cleaning operations. Examples of methods of protection of
environment diversity include the operation again, restart the system and rebooting
the host, and though if the problem was not handling it will use a different h / w for
specific hardware failures [15].
If any outside treatment is absent and does not work, we can use alternative
equipment. As we have discussed an approach to handling software errors, mistakes
and problems, or diversion of flow execution. In Robotic surgery the working of
system is very most important in any situation l when it faces S / W difficult to answer
in any way, distract performance S/W will not cause a system failure as we already
discussed approach for handling software errors, faults and problems by either
diverting the flow of execution. In eGovernment project When such part facing s/w
problem to answer, the divert execution of the s/w will not cause system fail. We can
place some piece of information which provide the same type of dealing with inputs
and assure with required output. The RcB uses different acceptance test. When
execution started first it check the primary execution , if it is according to the
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requirements or meet the satisfactory level then ok otherwise go to another alternative.
The RcB gives us many alternatives until few extend. eGovernment project is used
continues for crucial data so it need Sound availability and reliability in order to deal
with faults by providing many alternatives of the any part of the system. Using
different versions in NVP, the execution began with first version of the system, if any
fault occurred it will use another version of the same piece of problem. It intimates
about completing executing by successful handling the occurred faults.
CONCLUSION
eGovernment project is an important element for the growing country. eGovernment
projects implemented with fault-tolerant system, it can extensively improve the
reliability of governments organization working. The important is evaluation and
deployment planning properly. We discussed eGovernment project failure and issue.
Then, we addressed software and hardware fault tolerance technique which either
improved the traditional techniques or took a new approach to solve the issues of
eGovernment project and make it more reliable and available. In conclusion, the
techniques and approach used in software fault tolerance will make any system more
adaptable. These are the most adaptable solutions for dealing with different types of
faults. Thus applying software fault tolerance techniques to eGovernment project will
decrease the failure Project. The RcB and N-version work much effectively at any
consign eGovernment Project approached by mentioned techniques will increasing
sound reliability and availability.
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